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Abstract 

Mapping the Earth’s surface and its rapid changes with remotely sensed data is a crucial tool to un-

derstand the impact of an increasingly urban world population on the environment. However, the 

impressive amount of freely available Copernicus data is only marginally exploited in common clas-

sifications. One of the reasons is that measuring the properties of training samples, the so-called ‘fea-

tures’, is costly and tedious. Furthermore, handling large feature sets is not easy in most image clas-

sification software. This often leads to the manual choice of few, allegedly promising features. In this 

Master’s thesis degree project, I use the computational power of Google Earth Engine and Google 

Cloud Platform to generate an oversized feature set in which I explore feature importance and analyse 

the influence of dimensionality reduction methods. I use Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for object-

based classification of satellite images - a commonly used method. A large feature set is evaluated to 

find the most relevant features to discriminate the classes and thereby contribute most to high clas-

sification accuracy. In doing so, one can bypass the sensitive knowledge-based but sometimes arbi-

trary selection of input features. 

Two kinds of dimensionality reduction methods are investigated. The feature extraction methods, 

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which transform 

the original feature space into a projected space of lower dimensionality. And the filter-based feature 

selection methods, chi-squared test, mutual information and Fisher-criterion, which rank and filter 

the features according to a chosen statistic. I compare these methods against the default SVM in terms 

of classification accuracy and computational performance. The classification accuracy is measured in 

overall accuracy, prediction stability, inter-rater agreement and the sensitivity to training set sizes. 

The computational performance is measured in the decrease in training and prediction times and the 

compression factor of the input data. I conclude on the best performing classifier with the most effec-

tive feature set based on this analysis. 

In a case study of mapping urban land cover in Stockholm, Sweden, based on multitemporal 

stacks of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 imagery, I demonstrate the integration of Google Earth Engine 

and Google Cloud Platform for an optimised supervised land cover classification. I use dimensionality 

reduction methods provided in the open source scikit-learn library and show how they can improve 

classification accuracy and reduce the data load. At the same time, this project gives an indication of 

how the exploitation of big earth observation data can be approached in a cloud computing environ-

ment. 

The preliminary results highlighted the effectiveness and necessity of dimensionality reduction 

methods but also strengthened the need for inter-comparable object-based land cover classification 

benchmarks to fully assess the quality of the derived products. To facilitate this need and encourage 

further research, I plan to publish the datasets (i.e. imagery, training and test data) and provide access 

to the developed Google Earth Engine and Python scripts as Free and Open Source Software (FOSS). 

Keywords 

Feature Extraction, Feature Selection, Dimensionality Reduction, Supervised Object-Based 
Land Cover Classification, Google Earth Engine 
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Sammanfattning 

Kartläggning av jordens yta och dess snabba förändringar med fjärranalyserad data är ett viktigt 

verktyg för att förstå effekterna av en alltmer urban världsbefolkning har på miljön. Den imponerande 

mängden jordobservationsdata som är fritt och öppet tillgänglig idag utnyttjas dock endast marginellt 

i klassifikationer. Att hantera ett set av många variabler är inte lätt i standardprogram för 

bildklassificering. Detta leder ofta till manuellt val av få, antagligen lovande variabler. I det här arbetet 

använde jag Google Earth Engines och Google Cloud Platforms beräkningsstyrkan för att skapa ett 

överdimensionerat set av variabler i vilket jag undersöker variablernas betydelse och analyserar 

påverkan av dimensionsreducering. Jag använde stödvektormaskiner (SVM) för objektbaserad 

klassificering av segmenterade satellitbilder – en vanlig metod inom fjärranalys. Ett stort antal 

variabler utvärderas för att hitta de viktigaste och mest relevanta för att diskriminera klasserna och 

vilka därigenom mest bidrar till klassifikationens exakthet. Genom detta slipper man det känsliga 

kunskapsbaserade men ibland godtyckliga urvalet av variabler. 

Två typer av dimensionsreduceringsmetoder tillämpades. Å ena sidan är det extraktionsmetoder, 

Linjär diskriminantanalys (LDA) och oberoende komponentanalys (ICA), som omvandlar de 

ursprungliga variablers rum till ett projicerat rum med färre dimensioner. Å andra sidan är det 

filterbaserade selektionsmetoder, chi-två-test, ömsesidig information och Fisher-kriterium, som 

rangordnar och filtrerar variablerna enligt deras förmåga att diskriminera klasserna. Jag utvärderade 

dessa metoder mot standard SVM när det gäller exakthet och beräkningsmässiga prestanda. 

I en fallstudie av en marktäckeskarta över Stockholm, baserat på Sentinel-1 och Sentinel-2-bilder, 

demonstrerade jag integrationen av Google Earth Engine och Google Cloud Platform för en 

optimerad övervakad marktäckesklassifikation. Jag använde dimensionsreduceringsmetoder som 

tillhandahålls i open source scikit-learn-biblioteket och visade hur de kan förbättra 

klassificeringsexaktheten och minska databelastningen. Samtidigt gav detta projekt en indikation på 

hur utnyttjandet av stora jordobservationsdata kan nås i en molntjänstmiljö. 

Resultaten visar att dimensionsreducering är effektiv och nödvändig. Men resultaten stärker 

också behovet av ett jämförbart riktmärke för objektbaserad klassificering av marktäcket för att 

fullständigt och självständigt bedöma kvaliteten på de härledda produkterna. Som ett första steg för 

att möta detta behov och för att uppmuntra till ytterligare forskning publicerade jag dataseten och 

ger tillgång till källkoderna i Google Earth Engine och Python-skript som jag utvecklade i denna 

avhandling.
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1 Introduction 

The Earth’s surface is subject to rapid changes. With an increasingly urban world population cities 

are expanding with enormous growth rates. Already more than half of humanity is living in urban 

areas. By 2050 the United Nations expect almost 70 % of the world’s population to live in cities 

(United Nations, 2018). This urbanisation process does not only impact the immediate surroundings 

of metropolitan areas but has also far reaching influences on all ecosystems. To meet the demands of 

Earth’s population that currently grows at an annual rate of 1.1 % (United Nations, 2017), a sustaina-

ble development of natural resources is inevitable. Managing the limited resource land is a necessity 

to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals set by the United Nations. But not only anthropogenic 

activities are changing the surface of the Earth, natural procedures form it alike in various time scales. 

From rather slow transitions such as growth of forests, meandering of rivers, desertification of bush 

lands or melting of glaciers to rapid and extreme changes due to landslides, earthquakes, volcanic 

activities, wildfires, floods, hurricanes or tornadoes, we can observe that we are living in a highly dy-

namic environment. These changes impact climate and ecosystems “on all levels of organization, from 

genetic to global.” (Vitousek, 1994) It is tied to the increasing atmospheric concentrations of various 

greenhouse gases. Land cover change alters the absorption or reflectance of solar energy and directly 

affects local and regional climates. Moreover, it is linked to biological diversity – directly, through the 

alteration of land; and indirectly, through habitat fragmentation and edge effects biospheres. In gen-

eral, there is a consent that land cover change is the single most important component of global 

change (Vitousek, 1994). 

This importance concludes the need for an accurate measure of land cover and land cover change. 

Remotely sensed data, i.e. data acquired by spaceborne or airborne instruments, are attractive 

sources (Foody, 2002) for land cover mapping. They allow to detect and assess land cover on local, 

regional or even global scales in short intervals impossible by traditional field-surveying; thus, being 

a crucial tool in global change analysis. Formerly remotely sensed land cover maps were mainly based 

on the spectral reflectance of single pixels that had to be interpreted to derive the proportional amount 

of different land covers. Nowadays, in the presence of very high spatial resolution satellite imagery a 

level of detail is achieved that encourages or even postulates more than the mere multi-spectral anal-

ysis of individual pixels. Instead, it is rather necessary to interpret multiple pixels that all form a rep-

resentation of distinguishable geo-objects. 

The methods of Geographical Object-Based Image Analysis (GEOBIA) try to capture these geo-

objects by segmenting an image into homogenous image-objects which are different from their sur-

roundings (Castilla and Hay, 2008). The guiding principle of object-based image analysis can there-

fore be understood as the representation of “complex scene content in a way that the imaged reality 

is best described, and a maximum of the respective content is understood, extracted and conveyed to 

users (including researchers)” (Lang, 2008). The multiresolution image segmentation as proposed by 

Baatz and Schäpe (2000) and as implemented in the software eCognition offers a feasible solution to 

capture the different spatial scales of homogeneity in satellite imagery of an urban environment and 

is commonly used for object-based land classifications (Ban, Hu and Rangel, 2010).  

The classification of image-objects for the derivation of land cover maps requires a classifier to 

recognise patterns in the features of different image-objects, where features refer to any kind of prop-

erties that can be obtained from the image-objects such as spectral-reflectance or the geometry’s 

shape. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning machine that, in many studies 

(Tzotsos and Argialas, 2008; Mountrakis, Im and Ogole, 2011), has proven to be superior to others 
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and is therefore of special interest to the remote sensing community. Its ability to generalise excep-

tionally well in high-dimensionali feature sets with few training samples strengthens its suitability for 

object-based image analysis (Tzotsos and Argialas, 2008). 

As enormous amounts of satellite imagery are freely and openly available from national or inter-

national space agencies or other governmental organisations (Woodcock et al., 2008; Copernicus, 

2018b) but also quickly and readily accessible through Google Earth Engines public data catalogue 

(Gorelick et al., 2017), land cover maps can theoretically be produced in a very fast way and updated 

in regular intervals. However, the full potential of the huge amount of data is rarely used in standard 

remote sensing image classification software.  

The selection of features to base the classification on is crucial for the performance of the classi-

fier. However, quite often the sensitive knowledge-based but sometimes arbitrary selection through 

the supervisor is chosen. It is not guaranteed that the available data sources are fully exploited to 

maximise the classifier’s performance by this manner. This thesis aims to bypass this arbitrary selec-

tion. Using the computational power of Google Earth Engine and Google Cloud Platform, an over-

sized feature set is generated that is searched for the optimal features for the classification. Creating 

this high-dimensional feature set is not only beneficial for the classifier. The curse of dimensionality, 

also known as Hughes phenomenon, kicks in and leads to all its associated problem from overfitting 

to poor generalisation in the sparsity of the training data (Hughes, 1968; Trunk, 1979). Though the 

good performance of a SVM theoretically builds on the high-dimensionality of the feature set, it has 

been proven that a reduction of the dimensionality can improve the accuracy and it definitely is ad-

vantageous for the computational resources needed (Pal and Foody, 2010).  

In general, two approaches for the dimensionality reduction exist. The first being the feature ex-

traction, i.e. the construction of new dimensions that best represent the underlying variation within 

the source data, the second being the feature selection, i.e. the ranking and filtering of the given fea-

tures to select those that best represent the variation within the classes and the separability between 

the classes. The feature selection methods can directly serve to answer on the relevance of individual 

features, as they excerpt the relevant information out of the “sea of possibly irrelevant, noisy or re-

dundant features” (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2006). 

1.1 Goals 

In this thesis, I assess the influence of different feature extraction and feature selection methods to 

the performance of object-based land cover classification. I compare the impact of these methods on 

classification accuracy and computational costs against the default SVM without any dimensionality 

reduction method. Furthermore, this project integrates the computational power of Google Earth 

Engine and Google Cloud Platform and shows how the exploitation of nowadays abundant earth ob-

servation data can be approached in a cloud computing environment. In doing so, one can bypass the 

sensitive knowledge-based but sometimes arbitrary selection of input features. 

The superordinate goal of the research is to improve object-based land cover classification based 

on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and multispectral satellite imagery, paving the way for a faster 

production of more reliable land cover maps. 

To achieve these goals, I will apply my proposed methodology to the case study of an object-based 

classification based on Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 imagery to produce an urban land cover map over 

the Stockholm area for the summer of 2017. 

                                                           
i Throughout this thesis. the size of the feature set in which the classification is performed is referred to with ‘dimensionality’. 
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1.2 Research Methodology 

It is expected that a reduction of the dimensionality will overcome the curse of dimensionality (i.e. 

the problems due to sparsity of data in high-dimensional spaces) and enhance the generalisation abil-

ity of the SVM classifier. Additionally, it is expected to decrease the computational resources. Differ-

ent methods that can in general be grouped in two categories are compared and assessed. These are 

feature extraction methods which construct a smaller transformed feature set that sufficiently repre-

sents the original feature space without containing redundant or irrelevant information: 

• Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

• Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 

And feature selection methods that rank and filter features based on their ability to discriminate clas-

ses: 

• Chi-squared Test of Independence based Feature Selection (Chi-squared) 

• Mutual Information based Feature Selection (mutual information) 

• Analysis of Variance based Feature Selection (F-score) 

While feature extraction is aiming to create a new feature space with new dimensions that cannot 

be directly related to the initial dimensions of the original feature space, feature selection aims to 

exclude redundant or irrelevant features from the feature space. Thus, it can directly indicate which 

information is the most viable for the classification problem. Both, however, transfer the classification 

problem to a feature space of a lower dimensionality. 

All methods are assessed and compared to each other and to the non-optimised SVM in terms of 

classification accuracy and computational performance. The first is measured with overall average 

accuracy, prediction stability, inter-rater agreement and the sensitivity to training set size. For the 

latter the dimensionality compression and the decrease in training and prediction times is measured. 

In order to determine the best performing classifiers with the least number of features a non-inferi-

ority and equivalence test is applied. All classifications are performed using a radial basis function 

kernel with an exhaustive grid search for hyperparameter optimisation and the statistics are gener-

ated using a repeated stratified 𝑘-fold cross-validation. To further tune the classifiers for the highest 

dimensionality reduction, the non-inferiority test is adopted. It aims to find the best-performing clas-

sifiers with the highest dimensionality reduction. 

To allow the validation across this manifold of classifiers within a reasonable amount of time, 

Google’s cloud computing infrastructure is utilised. In detail, this implies the extraction of raw data 

and computation of features inside Google Earth Engine and the creation, assessment and selection 

of classifiers in a virtual machine instance on Google Compute Engine using Google Cloud Storage 

as an interface. After the selection of the best classifier the land cover map is produced and presented 

back in Google Compute Engine. 

1.3 Delimitations 

In the optimisation of object-based land cover classifications with remote sensing imagery there are 

some key steps that I will not assess in this thesis. First and foremost, I will exclude the segmentation 

of an image into image-objects from my project work. Instead I will use a segmentation that has been 

performed in the software eCognition prior to the project start. I will not evaluate the segments’ qual-

ity. Furthermore, I will not evaluate the quality of the training samples, which have also been gener-

ated in prior projects.  
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On a higher-level, I will limit the scope of my thesis to SVMs as the only classifier, though there 

are numerous promising machine learning methods for the classification of image-objects. Also, I will 

only use SVMs with soft-margins and a radial basis function kernel and an exhaustive grid search for 

the hyperparameter tuning for the sake of feasibility. There exists a variety of very promising methods 

to further improve the optimisation of SVMs using different kernels and efficient estimators for the 

best hyperparameters. 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis is divided in six chapters. In chapter 1, I gave a broad introduction to the problem at hand 

and the goals and delimitations set to this Master thesis degree project. In chapter 2, I present the 

relevant research discourses and the developments in areas related to the exploitation of big earth 

observation data, object-based land cover classifications, the SVM and its optimisation possibilities. 

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the case study of the urban land cover map of Stockholm. Chapter 4 

describes the methodology and how the different building blocks of feature computation, classifier 

optimisation and land cover map production work together. I present the results generated during 

my optimisation of the SVM and analyse the outcomes in the chapter 5. In chapter 6, I sum up the 

conclusions that can be drawn from my analysis and discuss the shortcomings that should be dealt 

with in future research. This last chapter I use also to introduce further ideas that were beyond the 

scope of this project yet should be considered to further improve the process of land cover classifica-

tion and pave the way for large-scale productions of accurate land cover maps. 
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2 Background 

In this chapter I provide an overview over the relevant research and development in areas related to 

my thesis. After a brief description of the evolution of spaceborne remote sensing from the 1970s to 

the present, the European Copernicus programme and its Sentinel missions, I introduce Google Earth 

Engine which enables large-scale computing on geospatial datasets. Also, I present the Google Cloud 

Platform services, that I use in this project. I present the motivations for the paradigm shift from 

pixel-based image analysis to geographical object-based image analysis mostly based on the work of 

G.J. Hay and G. Castilla in the 2000s. I explain land cover classification and present the ongoing 

discussions about the accuracy of assessment of land cover maps as held by Foody (2002, 2009) 

Pontius and Millones (2011) and Olofsson et al. (2014). Afterwards, I introduce Support Vector Ma-

chines as supervised machine learning classifiers, leaving out the mathematical formulations, which 

are best described in the original papers of B. Boser, C.Cortes, I. Guyon and V. Vapnik. Based on this 

informal description of the classifier, I shine a light on the curse of dimensionality - also known as the 

Hughes phenomenon - and what it implies for the classification in high dimensional feature spaces. 

In the sections about dimensionality reduction, feature extraction and feature selection, I want to give 

a broad overview of methods that are capable of overcoming this curse of dimensionality. Further, I 

explain the non-inferiority test that has been adopted for this project. I present the valuable open-

source scikit-learn library for machine learning in Python that is not only a profound collection of 

machine learning algorithms but also offers the tools and a consistent interface to quickly build com-

plex machine learning models. Lastly, I mention and give credits to all other open-source Python 

modules that I use in this project. 

2.1 Big Earth Observation Data 

Remotely sensed data about the Earth’s surface has been widely used for land cover mapping in the 

last decades. The first satellite of the Landsat Mission, deployed by the U.S. Geological Survey, was 

launched in 1972 (U.S. Geological Survey, 2018c). It sampled seven bands, ranging from visible blue 

to near-infrared, at an 80-meter ground resolution (U.S. Geological Survey, 2018a). Currently the 8th 

generation of the Landsat satellites is orbiting the Earth and it samples eleven optical and thermal 

bands, with a highest spatial resolution of 15 m in the panchromatic band (U.S. Geological Survey, 

2018b). The MultiSpectral Instrument on the Sentinel-2 satellites even achieves spatial resolutions of 

10 m for the three visible light and the near-infrared bands (ESA, 2018d). 

The world’s largest earth observation programme encompassing satellite observation and in situ 

data is the Copernicus programme (Copernicus, 2018a). It is directed by the European Commission 

and partnered by the European Space Agency (ESA), the European Organisation for Exploitation of 

Meteorological Satellites, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast, EU Agencies 

and Mercator Océan. Since 2014 Copernicus delivers fully operational services that collect global data 

from satellites, ground-based, airborne and seaborne measurement systems. All these services are 

freely accessible to the Copernicus’ users. The Sentinel missions that are already operating or are 

currently developed by ESA are a part of the Copernicus programme. They consist of six different 

satellite constellations, each serving different objectives. In this project, only Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-

2 are used for the land cover classification task. The remaining Sentinel missions focus mainly on 

atmospheric composition monitoring and sea-surface altimetry and will be launched in the following 

years (2019 to 2021). 
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Figure 2-1: Sentinel-1 Modes (ESA, 2018a) 

The Sentinel-1 constellation consists of two polar-orbiting satellites in 180° orbital phase differ-

ence equipped with dual-polarisation C-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) instruments (ESA, 

2018c). The instrument offers different data acquisition modes (see Figure 2-1). These differ from 

swath widths of 80 km and spatial resolutions of 5 m by 5 m in the StripMap mode to swath widths 

of 410 km and spatial resolutions of 20 m by 40 m in the Extra Wide swath mode. This allows the 

operator to strategically utilise the full capacities of the satellites by optimising the use of the SAR 

duty cycle of 25 min/orbit (ESA, 2018b). The twin satellites Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B were 

launched on April 2014 and April 2016 and together achieve a revisit frequency of minimum 3 days 

at the equator (ESA, 2018e). The revisit time is shorter at higher latitudes than the equator (~2 days 

in Europe). 

The Sentinel-2 mission is as well a twin polar-orbiting constellation and provides high-resolution 

optical imagery obtained by the MultiSpectral Instrument (ESA, 2018d). The satellites were launched 

on June 2015 and March 2017 respectively and together they achieve a revisit time of 5 days at the 

equator which results in 2-3 days at mid-latitudes under the limit of cloud-free conditions. The Mul-

tiSpectral Instrument of the Sentinel-2 satellites samples 13 spectral bands with four bands at 10 m, 

six bands 20 m and three bands at 60 m spatial resolution at a swath width of 290 km. The spectral 

bands cover a range from visible violet (443 nm) to short wavelength infrared (2190 nm). 

2.2 Google Earth Engine and Google Cloud Platform 

2.2.1 Google Earth Engine 

On a daily basis the Sentinel-1 and -2 missions collect impressive amounts of data. Sentinels Data 

Access Report 2016 states the average volume of daily published data surpasses 5 TB (Serco Public, 

2017). With the commercialisation of space and the lowered costs for the deployment of earth-obser-

vation satellites the amount of data is expected to increase drastically. This requires an efficient access 

to earth observation data and an infrastructure that allows large-scale processing of this data. Google 
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Earth Engine is a cloud-based platform for planetary-scale geospatial analysis that utilises the mas-

sive computational capabilities of Google’s servers. It eases the access to remotely sensed datasets 

such as the Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 products in their “multi-petabyte analysis-ready data catalog” 

(Gorelick et al., 2017). Google Earth Engine allows for effective spatial- and temporal-filtering and 

processing through automatic subdivision and distributions of computations. In general Google 

Earth Engine lowers the threshold for large-scale geospatial computation and makes it available for 

the public. 

2.2.2 Google Cloud Platform 

The Google Cloud Platform encompasses a variety cloud computing services running on the Google 

infrastructure (Google Cloud, 2018c). In this project, the services Google Compute Engine and Google 

Cloud Storage were used. Google Compute Engine offers scalable and customisable virtual machines 

for cloud computing (Google Cloud, 2018b). Google Cloud Storage is a service for storing and access-

ing data. It allows different types of storages based on the desired access-frequency and the intended 

use, while providing the same API for all storage classes (Google Cloud, 2018a) 

2.3 Object-based Image Analysis 

2.3.1 Geographic Object-Based Image Analysis 

A number of drivers led to a paradigm shift during the early 2000s from the pixel-based analysis to 

the discipline of Geographic Object-Based Image Analysis (GEOBIA) as introduced by Hay and 

Castilla (2008). The most obvious driver among those is the occurrence of high and very high-reso-

lution remote sensing imagery. The high-resolutions of less than 5 m resulted in lower classification 

accuracy for traditional pixel-based classifiers that were trained on spectral mixtures in the pixel. An-

other driver is the sophistication of user needs and the growing expectation to geographical infor-

mation products. The limitations of pixel-based image approaches were recognised (Hay and Castilla, 

2008); it is neglecting spatial photo interpretive elements like texture, context and shape and it can-

not face the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) described by Openshaw (1984).  

The key objective of GEOBIA is to “replicate (and or exceed [...]) human interpretation of 

R[emote] S[ensing] images in automated/semi-automated ways, that will result in increased repeat-

ability and production, while reducing subjectivity, labour and time costs.”(Hay and Castilla, 2006) 

This objective is approached by a partitioning of the image into objects, which aims to mimic the way 

humans conceptually organise landscapes or images. It is not only the reflectance of a single pixel that 

form the decision of human photo interpreters, but also the patterns that can be observed, the texture 

of an area, the distinctiveness to surrounding objects and how this distinctiveness is geometrically 

shaped. 

In GEOBIA it is assumed that through a segmentation process entities can be identified and re-

lated to real entities in the landscape. Castilla and Hay (2008) introduced the terms “image-objects” 

for the identified entities and “geo-objects” for the real entities that they are relating to. This segmen-

tation is the partition of an image into a set of jointly exhaustive, mutually disjoint regions that are 

more uniform within themselves than to adjacent regions. It should however be noted that no matter 

how good or appropriate the segmentation is done, image-objects will always be at best representa-

tions of geo-objects (Castilla and Hay, 2008). 
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2.3.2 Object-based Land Cover Classification 

One type of GEOBIA is the allocation of image-objects to specific land cover classes, commonly re-

ferred to as object-based land cover classification. Classifications aim to aggregate and allocate sam-

ples based on their observed properties into a pre-defined set of categories. Using a training set of 

samples whose category is known, a machine learning classifier learns to distinguish between the 

different categories. With this knowledge the classifier can allocate unseen samples to the respective 

classes. The procedure of teaching a machine learning classifier with a known training set is called 

supervised learning. 

Speaking in the terms of GEOBIA, the classification aims to relate the “image-objects” to a set of 

possible “geo-objects”. The individual samples are image-objects and their features are derived values 

for the whole image-object. These can contain simple statistics as the mean, the standard deviation 

or the minimum and maximum values of all pixels of a single band inside an image-object. However, 

the shape of the image-objects and the texture inside the objects need to be evaluated as well to get 

closer to the way the human visual system perceives and interprets satellite imagery (Corcoran and 

Winstanley, 2008). Haralick et al. (1973) and Conners et al. (1984) proposed different measures of 

texture based on neighbouring pixels inside a grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). 

2.3.3 Assessment of Classification Accuracy 

The product of these classifications are continuous thematic maps depicting the land. The value of 

such a map is related to the classification accuracy (Foody, 2002). However, an evaluation of the 

quality of accuracy is not trivial as the ongoing discussions clearly show (Foody, 2002, 2009; Liu, 

Frazier and Kumar, 2007; Pontius and Millones, 2011; Olofsson et al., 2014). Apart from the overall 

accuracy (the percental amount of correctly allocated class samples in a validation set) a further in-

spection of the confusion matrix is required to account for the different distributions of classes in the 

area (Foody, 2002). Commission error (a.k.a. user’s accuracy), omission error (a.k.a. producer’s ac-

curacy) and the kappa coefficient of agreement are measures typically reported for land cover maps 

over the last decades (Foody, 2002; Olofsson et al., 2014). However, the use of the kappa coefficient 

has been strongly discouraged in recent publications by (Pontius and Millones, 2011; Olofsson et al., 

2014), as it 1) underestimates chance agreement, 2) does not acknowledge for the non-random distri-

bution of classes and 3) is highly correlated to overall accuracy and thus redundant. Nevertheless, the 

kappa coefficient is used in this thesis to compare against prior classification results. Recommended 

as “good practice” by Olofsson et al. (2014), a thorough assessment of the map’s quality should be 

holistic; starting at the sampling design of reference data, the response design for validation data and 

a multi-metric analysis of the accuracy, also incorporating the sampling variability and the impact of 

reference data uncertainty on the accuracy. The visual interpretation of the produced map by humans 

should not be neglected either. In the afterthought of this thesis, the importance of reliable and mean-

ingful measures for assessing classification accuracy in land cover maps cannot be strengthened 

enough.  

To decide upon the best classification is not a trivial task either. Foody (2009) suggests different 

procedures evaluating two classifiers based in the similarity, non-inferiority and equivalence of accu-

racy values. Especially the non-inferiority test is of special interest for the dimensionality reduction 

as proposed in this project (2.5.3 Non-inferiority Test). 

2.4 Support Vector Machines 

In general, SVMs are discriminative statistical learning models used for supervised classification as 

well as regression analysis. They are in their general form non-parametric and make no assumption 

on the underlying data distribution. In the simplest case of a binary classifier, the training algorithm 
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of the SVM aims to find a linear hyperplane separating the two classes in the feature space (Vapnik, 

2006). The hyperplane is the decision boundary for the prediction of unseen data belonging to one or 

another class. A multitude of possible separating hyperplanes exist, so in order to find the best one 

the margins to the closest training samples are maximised. This minimises the risk for choosing a bad 

hyperplane and hence reduces the risk for a bad generalisation. This is also known as the minimisa-

tion of the structural risk (Vapnik, 2006). In a two-dimensional case, three data points are sufficient 

to define the hyperplane with the largest margins and hence these data points are called the support 

vectors. These support vectors are not only giving the SVM its name, but also, they are the only data 

points that are defining the shape of the hyperplane. This is very important as it means that only the 

bordering samples of a class are relevant for the classification. 

In many cases the data points are not linear separable, i.e. no support vectors can be found that 

would define a hyperplane where all samples of one class lie on one side and all other samples on the 

other side. To overcome this, a soft-margin is introduced, which allows training samples to be within 

the margins of the hyperplane (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). However, these sample will receive a pen-

alty controlled by a so-called hinge loss function. This function has a real-valued parameter 𝐶 which 

trades off misclassification against the smoothness of the hyperplane. Low 𝐶 values allow for a high 

degree of misclassification resulting in a smoother hyperplane with large margins. High 𝐶 values aim 

to classify all training samples correctly which leads to more support vectors and thus a hyperplane 

that follows the training samples strictly with a small margin (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). 

In some cases, no satisfying linear separating hyperplane can be found, not even with the adjust-

ment of the 𝐶 parameter. To solve this, the input feature space can be transformed into a space of 

higher dimensionality with a kernel function (Boser, Guyon and Vapnik, 1992; Guyon, Boser and 

Vapnik, 1993; Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). The kernel functions must fulfil Mercer’s theorem to be ap-

plicable (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995); linear, polynomial and radial basis function functions are exam-

ples of common kernel functions. In this project, only radial basis function kernels are used. The ra-

dial basis function kernel transforms the feature space into an infinite dimensionality by using the 

explicit difference between two samples and a real-valued parameter 𝛾 that controls the radius of 

influence of samples. The lower the 𝛾 value, the further reaches the influence of single training sam-

ples. With what is known as the kernel trick, the actual transformation into an infinite dimensionality 

does not need to be performed. Instead only the dot-products of the kernel functions are evaluated to 

get a distance measure of the training samples in the kernel space (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). 

 Since SVMs are binary classifiers. To solve a multiclass problem the classification needs to be 

split into multiple binary classification problems (Duan and Keerthi, 2005). Two common approaches 

for this are the one-versus-all and the one-versus-one methods. In one-versus-all 𝑘 classifiers are 

trained where 𝑘 is the number of classes. The 𝑖th classifier is trained using all samples of the 𝑖th class 

as positive label, all other samples as negative (Hsu and Lin, 2002). The final classification is done 

according to the highest output function. In one-versus-one for each combination of two classes a 

single classifier is trained, which makes up a total of 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)/2 classifiers (Hsu and Lin, 2002). In 

this case the final classification is done by a majority voting. 

2.5 Dimensionality Reduction 

Though SVMs perform well in high-dimensional feature spaces (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), a reduc-

tion of the dimensionality can still improve the accuracy as well as it is advantageous in terms of in 

data storage and computational processing issues. The Hughes phenomenon also known as the curse 

of dimensionality describes problems that occur in high-dimensional spaces that are not prominent 

in low-dimensional spaces. In general, the density of training samples is decreasing in higher dimen-

sional feature spaces and the data samples are moving further away from the data means (Hughes, 

1968; Trunk, 1979). 
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This poses a natural conflict for the classification task. It is favoured to include as many features 

as possible to increase the classification accuracy (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2006). However, in doing so, 

clusters of training samples are thinned out in the feature space – the data gets sparse. By adding 

features, the classification accuracy will increase initially, until eventually the training samples are 

too sparse, and more features only decrease classification accuracy. It has been shown that the ratio 

of training sample size to the number of features is important for the occurrence of this phenomenon 

(Pal and Foody, 2010). Therefore, it is of interest to keep the dimensionality low and not confuse the 

classifier with irrelevant or redundant features.  

Figure 2-2, recreated based on Li et al. (2016), illustrates the behaviour of relevant, redundant 

and irrelevant features for a binary classification problem. Redundant features are highly correlated 

to other relevant features. Though they are relevant as well, they do not carry any additional infor-

mation to the classification; one of them would be sufficient for the separation of classes. Irrelevant 

features do not carry any discriminative information at all to the classification. They appear to be 

random with equal probabilities in either class.  

 

Figure 2-2: Example of relevant, redundant and irrelevant features, 
based on Li et al. (2016) 

If such features as illustrated in Figure 2-2 (𝑓2) and (𝑓3) are observed in the data set, a reduction 

of the dimensionality should be considered (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2006). One way to reduce the di-

mensionality is at the beginning of any applied machine learning problem during feature engineering. 

Feature engineering refers to the process of constructing features out of the observed data. Selecting 

features based on an expert’s domain knowledge is the classical way in most applied machine learning 

tasks. They are either derived from the known underlying inert properties of the classes or have em-

pirically proven to be useful for the separation of classes. Spectral indices and texture analyses in 

remote sensing are outcomes of this domain knowledge and they are very potential features for the 

land cover classification. By the mindful construction of features the dimensionality of the original 

input space can already be kept low. This manual approach however always poses the danger of omit-

ting relevant features or adding redundant or irrelevant features (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2006), addi-

tionally it is difficult and time-consuming and thus expensive in most disciplines. The area of remote 

sensing is no exception (Pal and Foody, 2010). 

The impact of dimensionality reduction on SVMs is controversial. Some studies show its insensi-

tiveness to the Hughes effect, others only suggest a potential sensitivity to the curse of dimensionality 

(Pal and Foody, 2010). With simulated data it could be shown that SVMs do not handle large numbers 

of irrelevant or weakly relevant features correctly and that they achieve suboptimal accuracies (Navot 

et al., 2006). However, it can be agreed upon that there is an “uncertainty in the literature over the 

sensitivity of classification by an SVM to the dimensionality of the data set.”(Pal and Foody, 2010) 
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2.5.1 Feature Extraction 

One automatised way to reduce the dimensionality is feature extraction. Feature extraction methods 

transform the initial high-dimensional feature space into a representation in a space of lower dimen-

sionality. Common among those are the Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the Independent Com-

ponent Analysis (ICA) and the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) which are assessed in this thesis. 

PCA is a linear combination of so called principal components that are a projection of the original 

feature space (Wold, Esbensen and Geladi, 1987). It is constructed under the constraint that the first 

component stretches in the direction of the largest variance in the data and the origin is centred in 

the mean of the data. The following components are then perpendicular to the prior component and 

stretch in the direction of the largest remaining variance. In this way, the first components explain 

the highest variance. The idea is that only few components are sufficient to represent the full original 

feature space. To choose the largest variance as the direction of the first component is also a sensible 

choice, as it minimises the distances between original points and their projections. However, PCA is 

relying heavily on the standardisation of the input feature space as it is strongly influenced by outliers 

and features ranges of varying magnitude (Wold, Esbensen and Geladi, 1987). Furthermore, PCA is 

an unsupervised feature extraction method, i.e. the training samples’ target classes are not considered 

in the reduction of dimensionality. Both, unstandardised data and the unsupervised nature of PCA 

can cause features with very high variance but also high irrelevance for the separation of classes to 

influence the first components heavily or even end up as the first principal components. Therefore, it 

is not guaranteed that PCA will improve classification accuracy; in fact, it can actually harm it. Due to 

these problems and due to its expensive computation, the PCA was left out from this analysis. How-

ever, it forms the background of feature extraction methods. 

A different approach, which can take the target class into consideration and is therefore called a 

supervised dimensionality reduction is LDA (Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2001; Xanthopoulos, 

Pardalos and Trafalis, 2012). The input feature space is projected unto a linear subspace of the direc-

tions that maximise the separation between class means while minimising interclass variance. The 

number of dimensions must be necessarily smaller than the number of classes, which results in a high 

data compression. The method relies on the estimation of the class mean and the maximisation of the 

distance between the projected class means in the subspace. More precisely it ensures that the pro-

jection maximises the ratio of between-class scatter and within-class scatter. This results in a sub-

space where the data points within a class are close to their class means and the different class means 

are far away from each other (Gu, Li and Han, 2011). 

ICA has initially been developed for blind source separation, but it can also be used a measure of 

dimensionality reduction. Instead of finding uncorrelated components as in the PCA, it aims to pro-

ject the data unto statistically independent components (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000). ICA requires the 

data to be centred on the mean and to be whitened (i.e. its components are uncorrelated and their 

variances equal unity). These pre-processing steps can e.g. be acquired by a PCA (Hyvärinen and Oja, 

2000). The components are then found either by the minimisation of mutual information between 

the components or the maximisation of non-Gaussianity depending on the implementation of the 

algorithm. In this thesis the FastICA algorithm is used, which uses the maximisation of non-Gaussi-

anity (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000). 

2.5.2 Feature Selection 

Feature selection in comparison to feature extraction maintains the original features of the classifica-

tion task. Relevant and informational features are selected, while redundant and irrelevant features 

are removed from the feature set. The advantage is that these methods directly measure the quality 

of the original features. This allows different tasks to be solved, as presented by Guyon and Elisseeff 

(2006). These are (1) the general data reduction with the aim of limiting data storage and fasten up 
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learning machines, (2) the feature set reduction aiming to reduce data collection in future classifica-

tions, (3) performance improvement to achieve higher classification accuracy and (4) the data under-

standing of the underlying processes, i.e. what properties define the classes.  

Depending on these different tasks, the thresholds on the acceptable measured quality of a feature 

varies. As Nilsson et al. (2007) describe it, feature selection can have the objective to find the mini-

mum optimal feature set (solving the tasks 1,2 and 3) or it can aim to find the set of all relevant fea-

tures (rather suited for tasks 2 and 4). Figure 2-3 illustrates the relations between the different feature 

sets based on Nilsson et al. (2007). While the all-relevant-set includes both strongly and weakly rele-

vant features, the minimum-optimal-set is a subset of only strongly relevant features. In either case, 

the irrelevant features are left out. 

 

Figure 2-3: Relations between feature, 
based on Nilsson et al. (2007) 

Feature selection methods can be grouped into three categories: filters, wrappers and embedded 

methods (Cao et al., 2003; Guyon and Elisseeff, 2006; Pal and Foody, 2010). While filter methods 

rank the features with a relevance index according to some predefined statistic, wrappers utilise the 

implemented learning machine to find the best performing subset of features. Embedded methods 

find the feature subsets during training and are specific for certain learning machine (Guyon and 

Elisseeff, 2006). 

Filter methods are independent of the learning machine and they evaluate the feature importance 

based on characteristics of data (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2006; Li et al., 2017). Typically, a filter method 

performs two steps, first the ranking of features according to some predefined criterion, secondly fil-

tering out the lowest ranked features. Thus, filter methods are a pre-processing step for a learning 

machine (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). Typical criteria are discriminative ability, correlation or mutual 

information of features and the target value. One can distinguish between two types of filter methods, 

the univariate and the multivariate methods. Univariate filter methods compute the feature’s quality 

individually, assuming independence between the features. Multivariate methods take possible de-

pendencies into account and perform the assessment in a batch way. As Guyon and Elisseeff (2006) 

illustrates, the univariate methods fail to detect features that are individually relevant but may not be 

useful because of redundancies but also to detect features, which are individually irrelevant but can 

become relevant in the context of others. In fact, the nature of features is often more complex as pre-

viously illustrated in Figure 2-2. Filter methods are in general more efficient than wrapper methods, 

but on the other hand they are not specific to the chosen learning machine and thus do not guarantee 

optimality.  

Wrappers methods are using the predictive performance of a learning machine to evaluate the 

quality of features. They mostly perform two steps: first search for a subset of features and secondly 

evaluate the selected subsets. These steps are repeated until a stopping criterion or heuristic is satis-

fied (Li et al., 2017). These criteria are either aiming for the highest learning performance or the de-

sired number of features. Wrapper methods have the disadvantage that the search space grows expo-

nentially with the number of features, which is impractical for large feature sets. Though there are 

different search strategies, e.g. hill-climbing or genetic search algorithms; the search space is still 

large for high-dimensional datasets (Li et al., 2017). 
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A trade-off between filter and wrappers are embedded methods. They embed the feature selection 

into the learning model as part of the training process. Embedded methods are specific for the learn-

ing machine and perform usually far more efficient than wrapper methods. Typically, they utilise a 

regularisation model to minimise fitting errors (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). 

Though, their weaknesses have been presented, only univariate filter methods are used in this 

thesis, as they were already implemented in the scikit-learn library. They serve as a demonstration of 

the integration in the workflow and can be replaced by other methods in future work. The methods 

use the chi-squared test of independence, the mutual information or the Fisher’s score respectively as 

ranking criteria. 

The chi-squared test of independence computes a statistical measure known as the Pearson’s cor-

relation coefficient. It describes the degree of correlation between two random variables (Guyon and 

Elisseeff, 2003). The scikit-learn implementation requires a normalisation of features to non-nega-

tive values, as it is based on frequency counts. It determines the correlation coefficient between each 

feature and the target class. When the lowest correlation coefficients are removed from the set, fea-

tures that are likely to be linearly independent of the class and thus irrelevant for the classification 

are removed (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). 

The mutual information between two random variables is a non-negative value, measuring the 

dependency between the variables. It is zero if and only if the two variables are strictly independent, 

higher values indicating higher dependency. The scikit-learn implementation of mutual information 

utilises a non-parametric entropy estimation from 𝑘-nearest neighbour distances as presented in 

Kraskov, Stögbauer and Grassberger (2004). It computes the mutual information estimate between 

each feature and the target class. Removing the features with the lowest mutual information value, it 

selects features that have a high dependency to the target classes. 

The third method is the Fisher score (F-score), which measures the distances of sample classes 

means over the variation within the samples (Weston et al., 2001). Thus it is a measure to describe 

the discriminative ability of a feature. It returns a real-valued number, where higher values indicate 

a better discrimination. The Fisher score, as well as the chi-squared test cannot model nonlinear de-

pendencies (Weston et al., 2001). 

2.5.3 Non-inferiority Test 

The non-inferiority test is a modification of the traditional hypotheses testing framework (Walker and 

Nowacki, 2011). This method became important in clinical studies to prove that new therapies do not 

perform significantly worse than established therapies, when they might offer advantages such as 

fewer side effects, lower cost, easier application or fewer drug interactions (Walker and Nowacki, 

2011). Transferred to the classification problem, these secondary benefits could be the reduction of 

data, the reduction of computational complexity or the sensitivity to the training set size. In this pro-

ject, the non-inferiority test is used to find a well-performing classifier having the secondary benefit 

of achieving a higher reduction of the dimensionality. 

In the general hypothesis framework, the alternative hypothesis 𝐻𝐴 represents the aim of the 

study, the null hypothesis 𝐻0 is the opposite, i.e. what needs to be disproved (Walker and Nowacki, 

2011). By minimising the error to incorrectly reject the null hypothesis (type I error), the burden of 

proof lies on the alternative hypothesis. The probability of falsely rejecting the null-hypothesis is de-

fined as the 𝑝-value. And a threshold of an acceptable 𝑝-value is the significance level of the test, 

typically denoted as 𝛼. The significance level is frequently set to 5 % or lower. This way the alternative 

hypothesis is only established “if there is strong enough evidence in its favour” (Walker and Nowacki, 

2011). In the traditional hypothesis test, the alternative hypothesis states that a difference between 

efficacies of two methods exists; the null hypothesis states that this difference does not exist. How-
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ever, if the evidence is not strong enough to reject the null hypothesis, this does not imply that equiv-

alence can be ruled out. In contrast, the non-inferiority test formulates the null hypothesis and alter-

native hypothesis differently: 

𝐻0: µ1 < µ2 − ∆𝐿  

𝐻𝐴: µ1 ≥ µ2 − ∆𝐿  

The null hypothesis 𝐻0 states that the efficacy of the new method µ1 is inferior to the efficacy of 

the old method µ2 within the non-inferiority margin ∆𝐿. The alternative hypothesis 𝐻𝐴 states that the 

efficacy of the new method µ1 is greater of equal than the efficacy of the old method µ2 within the non-

inferiority margin. The test computes the 𝑝-value, describing the probability of obtaining the observed 

result given that the null hypothesis was true (under the assumption of a given probability distribu-

tion). The null hypothesis is rejected if the 𝑝-value is lower than the significance level 𝛼. In rejecting 

this null hypothesis, one can be certain with the given significance level that the new method does not 

perform inferior to the old method. 

2.5.4 Scikit-learn 

Scikit-learn is an open-source machine learning Python module (Pedregosa et al., 2011). It contains 

a variety of machine learning models for classification, regression and clustering. Scikit-learn is pow-

erful in its’ ease of use through the standardisation of the interfaces and strict code conventions 

(Buitinck et al., 2013). It features an implementation of the SVM classifier, utilising the LIBSVM li-

brary. Furthermore, it contains tools for model selection, cross-validation, hyperparameter tuning 

and model evaluation as well as dimensionality reduction, feature decomposition and feature selec-

tion.  

2.5.5 Other Python Libraries 

There is a number of additional libraries or modules, which made this project feasible and which 

should not stay unmentioned. SciPy (Jones, Oliphant and Peterson, 2001) and NumPy (Oliphant, 

2015) are modules that scikit-learn directly depends on. Pandas (McKinney, 2010) is a useful module 

for the handling of data sets. IPython (Perez and Granger, 2007) provides an interactive scripting 

environment that facilitates data visualisation. Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) enabled the visualisation 

of the results. Statsmodels (StatsModels, 2018) offer a variety of sophisticated statistical models, one 

of which is the non-inferiority test applied in this project. 
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3 Study Area and Data Description 

This chapter describes the case study of an urban land cover map of the area of Stockholm. I introduce 

the study area and the applied classification scheme and present the data that is used in the process. 

Table 3-1: Land cover scheme of the study area 

Label Class Label Class 

1 High-density built-up area 6 Agriculture 

2 Low-density built-up area 7 Forests 

3 Roads and railroads 8 Water 

4 Urban green spaces 9 Bare rock 

5 Golf courses 10 Wetlands 

 

The case study is built on a land cover scheme with 10 classes in the urban area of Stockholm, 

Sweden. The classes are representing the dominant land cover types in this area as indicated in Table 

3-1. The classes are represented by manually selected reference points covering most of the Stockholm 

county area. These reference points are approximately uniformly distributed over the classes (~1000 

samples per class). However, due to a limited usage quota on Google Earth Engine only a portion of 

the area could be processed. This limit is arbitrarily set to restrict (unintended) excessive usage 

through single users on Google Earth Engine and could potentially be extended upon request, if the 

method was to be applied to a larger region (Google Earth Engine, 2018). Therefore, only the most 

central region of the Stockholm urban area was chosen as indicated in Figure 3-1.  

 

Figure 3-1: Extent of the study area 

Segments, created with the software eCognition, are a part of the dataset as well. They are com-

bined with the reference points to form the training data for the classifier. Inside the study area lies a 

total of 3531 labelled segments and additional 77558 unlabelled segments.  

The satellite imagery for the study area is taken from the summer season of 2017, i.e. 2017-06-01 

to 2017-08-30. This 3-months temporal stack contains 23 Sentinel-1 images in ascending and 22 in 

descending direction both in VV (vertical transmit, vertical receive) and VH (vertical transmit, hori-

zontal receive) polarisations. The Sentinl-2 stack was filtered for images with a cloudy pixel percent-

age of less than 15, which resulted in 38 multispectral images. 
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4 Methodology 

In this section I present workflow of the SVM optimisation through feature extraction and feature 

selection. After this initial overview in Figure 4-1, I describe each building block in detail. In general, 

the workflow consists of three steps: the feature computation, the classifier optimisation and the (op-

tional) production of a land cover map. In the first step the segmentation and the reference points are 

imported to Google Earth Engine and input imagery is collected. The segments are assigned a train-

ing label, and feature values are computed for each segment. The results of this step are forwarded 

using a so-called ‘bucket’ in Google Cloud Storage to a Google Compute Engine instance. Here, the 

second step – the optimisation of the classifier – is performed. Utilising the parallel computation 

support of scikit-learn’s GridSearchCV and the model-building Pipelines, the hyperparameters of the 

classifier are optimised. Different dimensionality reduction methods are assessed, and the respective 

reports and graphs are generated. The analysis of these results give insight to feature importance and 

promising dimensionality reduction methods. These insights are useful for future classifications to 

reduce the data load already at the feature computation step. In the third step, after a suitable classi-

fier has been found, the land cover map can be predicted and represented again in Google Earth En-

gine.  

 

Figure 4-1: General workflow 

4.1 Segmentation 

The segmentation is performed in eCognition based on the near-infrared Sentinel-2 band in 10 m 

resolution. The segments are created using a scale parameter of 50, a shape vs. colour ratio of 0.7:0.3 

and a compactness vs. smoothness ratio of 0.7:0.3. The parameters were selected based on repeated 

tests for a subjectively good segmentation. The criteria of this subjective quality check were the proper 

distinction of segments containing transportation, low-density built-up objects and urban green 

space in comparison to high-density built-up area. Similar approaches are not uncommon in object-

based urban land cover classifications (Ban, Hu and Rangel, 2010). The segments were created prior 

to the project start and are based on a Sentinel-2 image from the summer season of 2015. This intro-

duces a source of errors as the classification is based on different imageries than the segmentation. 

However, the error was considered small enough to not influence the results drastically. In the further 

development, the segmentation should be integrated into the general workflow – either directly inside 

Google Earth Engine or via an export of the derived temporal stacks for the processing in eCognition. 

4.2 Feature Computation 

This section describes workflow in Google Earth Engine. First the assignment of training samples to 

the segmented image-segments is explained. Secondly the pre-processing of the input satellite im-

agery is presented, and lastly the generation and export of features is explained. 
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4.2.1 Assignment of Training Samples 

The input data consists of segments, reference points with class labels and satellite imageries from 

which the features are extracted. A multiresolution segmentation based on Sentinel-2 imagery over 

the sample area was created in eCognition and were then imported to Google Earth Engine as an 

asset. Additionally, manually selected reference points for the respective classes were added to Google 

Earth Engine as assets as well. To assign reliable training labels to the segments a 15-meter buffer 

was created around the reference points. Only if a point’s buffer was covered by more than 50 % of a 

single segment, this segment was assigned the point’s training label. 

4.2.2 Pre-processing of Satellite Imagery 

The temporal stacks of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 imageries were extracted from the Google Earth 

Engine’s data catalogue. An initial filtering limits the stacks to the specified sample area and selected 

period. The relative orbit numbers 102 for ascending and 22 for descending orbits where chosen to 

cover exactly the sample area’s extent and receive stable SAR imageries from the same perspective. A 

threshold of -28 dB on the Sentinel-1 imagery has been applied to filter out pixels with no observation. 

From the stack of SAR imageries, the temporal means and the temporal standard deviations for each 

transmitter receiver polarisation (VV and VH) and each orbit pass (ascending and descending) are 

computed. The effects of foreshortening, layover and radar shadow have not been corrected in the 

SAR imagery, though it forms an essential part in the radar processing. The elevation changes in the 

sample area however can be considered small enough to not distort the results drastically. These pre-

processing steps should be implemented in future development. 

The pre-processing of the multispectral Sentinel-2 stack starts with the thresholding to images 

containing less than 15 % of cloudy pixel percentages. Then clouds are masked using the cloud and 

cirrus bits from the quality bands of Sentinel-2 and the images are composited to a cloud-free mosaic 

using the median of the temporal stack.  

4.2.3 Feature Generation and Export 

The cloud-free Sentinel-2 composite is expanded by the normalised differential vegetation index 

(NDVI) (Kriegler et al., 1969; Rouse Jr et al., 1973) and the normalised differential water index 

(NDWI) (Gao, 1996) according the following formulas: 

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =
𝐵8 − 𝐵4

𝐵8 + 𝐵4
 

𝑁𝐷𝑊𝐼 =
𝐵3 − 𝐵8

𝐵3 + 𝐵8
 

To compute spatial texture features with the Google Earth Engine implementations of grey-level 

co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) the input imageries were rescaled to cover the 16-bit integer range. 

The near-infrared band from Sentinel-2 and all bands from Sentinel-1 were used to estimate spatial 

texture based on a 4-pixel wide GLCM with a 3x3 square kernel in four directions resulting in 

(−1, −1), (0, −1), (1, −1) and (−1,0) offsets. The outputs of the texture analysis are based on Haralick 

et. al. (1973) and Conners et.al. (1984). 

This forms in total a set of 184 bands composed of: 

• 4 temporal means of dual pass (ascending and descending), dual polarity Sentinel-1 

bands 

• 4 temporal standard deviations of dual pass, dual polarity Sentinel-1 bands 

• 4 x 18 GLCM bands of temporal means of dual pass, dual polarity Sentinel-1 bands 
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• 4 x 18 GLCM bands of temporal standard deviations of dual pass, dual polarity Sentinel-

1 bands 

• 12 spectral bands of a temporal Sentinel-2 composite 

• 2 indices of a temporal Sentinel-2 composite 

• 18 GLCM bands of the near-infrared Sentinel-2 composite 

For each of these bands four statistics (the mean, the standard deviation and the minimum and max-

imum values) per segment are computed using the Reducer in Google Earth Engine. The Reducer 

utilises the MapReduce programming model that distributes operations to a computing cluster (Dean 

and Ghemawat, 2008). The statistics on these bands construct a set of 736 features. 

Additionally, four features describing each segment’s geometry are computed. These so-called 

shape index measures are different ratios of the perimeter and the area of the segment or a respective 

bounding figure (De Smith, Goodchild and Longley, 2007). One computed index is the perimeter-

area-ratio: 

𝑃1𝐴𝑖 =
𝐿𝑖

𝐴𝑖

 

where 𝐿𝑖 is a segments perimeter and 𝐴𝑖 is a segment’s area. However, this ratio has the disad-

vantage of changing values in respect to figure size. A better ratio is the squared perimeter-area-ratio: 

𝑃2𝐴𝑖 =
𝐿𝑖

2

𝐴𝑖

 

A further adjustment scales this measure to [0,1] when the perimeter is compared to the perime-

ter of a circle corresponding to the area of the segment. The value of 1 indicates maximal compactness. 

This measure is then also known as Polsby-Popper Test for compactness (Polsby and Popper, 1991), 

though it was first introduced by Cox (1927): 

𝑃𝑃𝑖 =
4π Ai

𝐿𝑖
2  

Another measure is the related bounding figure that expresses the ratio of a segments’ area 𝐴𝑖 to 

the area of its bounding figure 𝐹𝑖, e.g. a convex hull. It also scales to [0, 1], where 0 indicates a perfect 

match between the segment and its bounding figure: 

𝑅𝐵𝐹𝑖 = 1 −
Ai

𝐹𝑖

 

These four measures are added to the feature set which then comprises 740 features altogether. 

Several separated exporting tasks are created in Google Earth Engine to further utilise the parallel 

functionality. This way tabular data containing the segments’ IDs and the respective features or class 

labels are exported directly to a Google Cloud Storage bucket. 

4.3 Classifier Optimisation 

This subsection describes the implementation of the classifier optimisation. I describe the handling 

of the data set and the cross-validation procedure and present the workflow. The generated outputs 

are presented, and I describe the metrics used in the assessment of the classifiers. All of the described 

methodology is implemented in Python script; strongly utilising the scikit-learn library. 
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4.3.1 Data Sets and Cross-validation 

The exported data from Google Earth Engine is downloaded onto a virtual machine instance on 

Google Compute Engine to perform the classifier optimisation with dimensionality reduction and 

feature optimisation. A Python module reads in the files and to store the information in an array 

containing the feature values as columns and the segments as rows. This array is the data matrix 𝑋. 

Additionally, a column-vector containing the class values for each segment is created. This vector is 

the target vector 𝑦. These arrays are split up for the labelled (𝑋𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑, 𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑) and unlabelled 

(𝑋𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 , 𝑦𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑) segments, where the labelled segments containing the values 

[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10] in 𝑦; unlabelled segments contain the value −1. 

For the classifier optimisation, only the labelled segments are relevant. The unlabelled segments 

are only needed for creating a final land cover classification map, hence they are considered unseen 

for the remaining step of the optimisation. Furthermore, the labelled segments are split into a set of 

training and validation data with a specified ratio. The validation set (𝑋𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑦𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) is held 

out from the optimisation step as well and only serves for a final assessment of the optimisation pro-

cess. The remaining samples form the training set (𝑋𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛, 𝑦𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛) which serves as an input to the grid 

search with cross-validation.  

A repeated stratified 𝑘-fold of the training set is performed for cross-validation. As illustrated in 

Figure 4-2, it splits with 𝑛 repetitions the training set into 𝑘 equally large folds while preserving the 

distribution of the classes. The number folds 𝑘 should be chosen in consideration to the training set 

size and especially the number of samples in the least represented classes. The number of repetitions 

𝑛 should be set according to the available amount of time and the required certainty in the cross-

validations. The cross-validation is then performed by leaving out one fold for validation of the clas-

sifier fitted on the remaining folds. 

 

Figure 4-2: Repeated stratified 𝒌-fold for cross-validation 

4.3.2 Workflow 

In the following the workflow of the classifier optimisation is described (Figure 4-3). It consists of a 

cross validated grid search over different parameters of a machine learning model specified in a pipe-

line as a sequential chain. 
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Figure 4-3: Classifier optimisation workflow 

Scikit-learn’s GridSearchCV implements an exhaustive search over the specified parameter val-

ues for an estimator with cross-validation. GridSearchCV requires a parameter grid in the format of 

a python dictionary and a learning machine, i.e. a classifier. For each combination of parameters, 

GridSearchCV fits the learning machine to the training data. It then performs a prediction on held-

out data and assesses the learning machine’s accuracy. This is repeated for each combination of train-

ing sets as specified by the chosen cross-validation method. The assessment is saved in a Python dic-

tionary and encompasses the respective parameter settings and the performance in terms of the learn-

ing machine’s default scorer (i.e. precision and accuracy in the case of a classifier) and the fitting- and 

prediction-times. It also saves the best-performing learning machine as a model. Multi-metric evalu-

ations can be defined to assess also e.g. inter-rater agreement as the kappa value or user’s and pro-

ducer’s accuracy. In this study however, the overall accuracy is the only metric used. As the 

GridSearchCV uses the abstract concept of a learning machine (called ‘estimator’ in the interface) it 

can not only assess simple classifiers but also chains of pre-processing steps and a final classification 

step. This makes it possible to construct a scikit-learn Pipeline to serve as an input to the exhaustive 

grid search. 

A Pipeline in scikit-learn is a list of transformations and a final learning machine that is applied 

sequentially. All intermediate steps must be ‘transforms’ that must implement a fit and a transform 

method, whereas the final step must be an ‘estimator’ that must implement a fit and a predict method. 

In this project the pipeline is designed as a four-step learning machine.  

The first step is a variance threshold to filter features that are constant.* The next step rescales 

the input features to remove large variances in the data ranges. The scaling or standardisation ensures 

that the data is the same magnitude of ranges which is beneficial for most learning machines, the SVM 

being no exception. Two different scaling methods are used. The robust scaler is specially fit for data 

with outliers. By default, it uses the 2nd and 3rd quartiles of the data to rescale all data to a mean of 

zero and a standard deviation of ±1.The MinMax-scaler is scaling the feature values to the minimum 

and maximum values of the data range. This transforms all data to values between [0,1]. This method 

                                                           
* Due to failure in the computation of the maximum correlation coefficient of the GLCM texture analysis in Google Earth 

Engine 36 features were constant zero. 
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computes a non-negative feature space, which is a requirement for the chi-squared based feature se-

lection method. The third step is the reduction of the feature set dimensionality either through the 

feature extraction or feature selection methods, as described in 2.5 Dimensionality Reduction. The 

last step is the classification through the SVM with a radial basis function kernel as described in 2.4 

Support Vector Machines. 

The exhaustive grid search performs the steps in the pipeline and adjusts the parameters accord-

ing to the parameter grid. This is a computationally excessive operation, but as it consists of inde-

pendent operations it can be parallelised and thus be run effectively on the Google Compute Engine 

instance. To avoid repeated computations of the pre-processing steps, the transformers were cached 

into memory after their initial fitting with the given parameters and the input data. For any subse-

quent fitting operation with identical parameters and input data, the cached instance of the trans-

former is loaded. 

4.3.3 Generated Outputs 

The assessment of the different parameters is saved in tabular data and several visualisations were 

implemented to analyse these results. To ensure that a sufficient range of values for the radial basis 

function hyperparameters (𝐶, 𝛾) is covered, a heat map is generated as presented in Figure 4-4. It 

shows the classifier performance in terms of overall accuracy per hyperparameter setting. If the high-

est accuracy was achieved at the borders of the parameter ranges, the range was extended, and the 

grid search was repeated. 

 

Figure 4-4: Exemplary heat map for the hyperparameter tuning 

Other graphs show the influence of the number of features or dimensions on the classification 

accuracy, as presented in Figure 5-2, as well as the influence on training and prediction times, Figure 

5-3 and Figure 5-4. Concerning the feature selection methods, it could be observed that they reached 

a high accuracy after the addition of less than one hundred features and afterwards stayed approxi-

mately constant until almost all features were added again. This lead the exhaustive grid search to 

sometimes select a classifier with more than 400 features as the best model, though it did not perform 

drastically better than one with less than 100 features. Therefore, the non-inferiority test was included 

to detect the classifiers using less features while performing not significantly worse. Both classifiers, 

i.e. before and after the non-inferiority test, are saved as a persistent model to use for later compari-

sons. Also, for both the influence of the training set size is analysed using scikit-learn’s learning curves 

(Figure 5-5), which can be run in parallel as well. Additionally, confusion matrices, as seen in Figure 

5-6, are saved to assess the classifier’s performance further. 
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4.3.4 Assessment Metrics 

As the most basic metric, overall (mean) accuracy is used. It is the default metric for the SVM classifier 

in scikit-learn and it computes the agreement of the class label �̂� as predicted by the classifier 𝐼(𝑥) to 

the ground truth class labels 𝑦. It can take values between [0, 1], where 1 indicates perfect agreement 

of the predicted class labels with the ground truth class labels, 0 indicates no agreement. 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝑦, �̂�) =
1

𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

∑ 𝐼(𝑦�̂� = 𝑦𝑖

𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠−1

𝑖=0

) 

This is the only metric the optimisation in the proposed workflow aims for. However, the Cohen’s 

kappa score for inter-rater agreement between to annotators (i.e. the classifier and the reference 

points) is reported as well. It expresses the level of agreement between two annotators in a classifica-

tion problem on a scale between [−1,1], where 1 means perfect agreement, 0 or lower indicate chance 

agreement. It is computed as: 

𝜅 =
(p0 − 𝑝𝑒)

(1 − 𝑝𝑒)
, 

where 𝑝0 is the empirical probability of agreement and 𝑝𝑒 is the expected probability if both an-

notators assign labels randomly. 

The non-inferiority test is implemented using the two one-sided tests (TOST) for equivalence 

from the StatsModel library (StatsModels, 2018). As the test uses the classifier with the highest per-

formance as comparison, the test for equivalence is identical to the test for non-inferiority (superiority 

is ruled out by default). The implementation uses a Student’s 𝑡-distribution and applies the Welch’s 

𝑡-test for samples with unequal variances (Welch, 1947). This test was performed using the overall 

accuracy as the single metric. The two parameters for this test are the non-inferiority margin ∆𝐿 and 

the significance level 𝛼. The non-inferiority margin describes the acceptable deviation of efficacy from 

the best performing method. The significance level describes the certainty of the hypothesis test as 

probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis. Both should be carefully selected to the problem at 

hand. The Python function returns the 𝑝-value of this test that is compared against the chosen signif-

icance level. If 𝑝 < 𝛼, non-inferiority is established. 

5 Results and Analysis 

In the case study of an urban land cover map of Stockholm, the proposed optimisation of the SVM is 

demonstrated. This chapter gives an overview of the results obtained in the process. The description 

of the input data was already provided in chapter 3. The respective specifications for the exhaustive 

grid search on the Google Compute Engine virtual machine instance are described and the findings 

of the grid search are presented and analysed.  

5.1 Parameter Settings and Specifications 

The feature set that is computed for the segments is forwarded to the Google Compute Engine virtual 

machine instance, which was specified with 16 virtual Intel Haswell CPUs, 20 GB memory and Ub-

untu 16.04.4 LTS as operating system .  

The distribution of the respective class samples is shown in Figure 5-1. The division of the labelled 

segments into training and validation set was chosen with ratio of 80 % to 20 %. Based on this rela-

tively small training set size in some classes (50 in the least represented class of wetlands), the re-

peated stratified 𝑘-fold was set to 3 folds with 3 repetitions. This enables still a relative large number 
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of samples for validation (16 to 17 for wetlands) while enabling nine validations on the leave-one-out 

cross-validation. 

 

Figure 5-1: Distribution of training samples per class 

The grid search is run separately for each feature extraction and feature selection method using 

the specifications shown in Table 5-1. As mentioned earlier the chi-squared test requires non-negative 

feature values, so scaling to the full range was chosen. All other methods used the robust scaling for 

zero mean and unit variance on the 2nd and 3rd quartile of the data. The feature range column indi-

cates the numbers of features that have been tested. While the default SVM uses all features, the LDA 

can only generate maximum one component less than there are classes, which is why the maximum 

range is 9. All other methods were tested for a set of approximately logarithmically spaced features 

spanning from 1 to 700. The 𝐶- and 𝛾-parameters were created using a decadic logarithmic space with 

the range of exponents indicated in the columns start and stop, the number of parameters to test is 

specified in the column num. The ranges of these values have been explored empirically by repeated 

grid searches and the assessment of the parameter heat map as shown exemplary for the default SVM 

in Figure 4-4. If the highest accuracy was observed at the borders of the search ranges, the range was 

expanded. 

Table 5-1:  Parameter grid for the exhaustive grid search 

 

  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Validation 157 174 24 116 22 30 49 110 12 13

Training 628 698 98 463 87 119 194 438 49 50

0

500

1000

Scaler
Feature 

Range

C-parameter -parameter
Method

s tart s top num star stop num

Default SVM RobustScaler 708 0 8 9 -10 -2 9

LDA RobustScaler 1 – 9 -2 6 9 -8 0 9

FastICA RobustScaler 1 – 700 0 4 5 -4 2 7

Chi-squared MinMaxScaler 1 – 700 -1 6 8 -6 0 7

Mutual Info RobustScaler 1 – 700 1 6 6 -9 -3 7

F-Score RobustScaler 1 – 700 1 7 7 -8 -2 7

Scaler
Feature 

Range
Method
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5.2 Outputs 

The best classifiers identified by the grid search are presented in Table 5-2. It shows the results with-

out and with a non-inferiority test. As it was observed that the accuracy of the classifier using ~100 to 

~400 features did not vary more than 1 percentage point for the mutual information and F-score 

feature selection (compare Figure 5-2), it was decided to use non-inferiority margins of ∆𝐿 = 0.5 % 

and ∆𝐿 = 1 % respectively. A significance level of 𝛼 = 2.5 % was chosen.  The average accuracy and 

the standard deviation of accuracy are shown for the nine cross-validation results. Additionally, the 

accuracy and the Kappa scores on the 20% held-out validation data are shown. Furthermore, the table 

presents numbers of features used and hence the compression of dimensionality. The decrease factors 

in training and prediction time as measured in the cross-validation compared to the default SVM are 

shown. 

Table 5-2: Assessment of classifiers 

 

Increased accuracies together with reduced computational costs compared to the default SVM 

can be observed for all methods. In terms of data compression and consequently in training and pre-

diction time, the LDA is unsurpassable by the compared methods. LDA has a good accuracy and 

Kappa score improvement over the default SVM but all feature selection methods achieve better re-

sults. ICA results in a mediocre improvement in accuracy and Kappa score and achieves only a minor 

compression of the feature space. The highest improvement in terms of accuracy is achieved by fea-

ture selection based on mutual information. With only 80 features it reaches a high compression 

which becomes visible in higher decrease factors for training and prediction times. The chi-squared 

and F-score feature selection methods achieve good results in accuracy, however their best perform-
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ing classifiers use too many features. This is why the non-inferiority test for the best performing clas-

sifier with the least number of features was performed. As it can be observed already within a 0.5 % 

margin better classifiers were found. ICA can be reduced further to 160 components. However, this 

leads to an accuracy and a Kappa score on unseen data that is worse than the default SVMs. The chi-

squared feature selection can be reduced to data compression almost twice as high which even in-

creases the accuracy on unseen data. The F-score feature selection is reduced to the same compression 

level as the initial mutual information feature selection and also performs better on unseen data. Ex-

panding the margin of the non-inferiority test to 1 % further compression for ICA and all feature se-

lection methods can be obtained. The most notable scores are reached by the mutual information 

feature selection that now uses only 25 features and still reaches an accuracy on unseen data that is 

surpassing the default SVM by 5.8 %. 

Looking closer at the results for the individual methods, the influence of the number of dimen-

sions can be visualised. Figure 5-2 shows the classifier performances in terms of accuracy for the dif-

ferent feature extraction and feature selection methods in comparison to the average accuracy of the 

default SVM. It can be observed that the LDA surpasses the default SVM’s accuracy with less than five 

components and reaches its maximum with all possible components (one less than the number of 

classes). When only few components are used, the ICA has a very low accuracy of less than 30 %, 

which is not much better than a random guess in a classification with 10 classes. With 10 or more 

components the accuracy increases and the default SVM’s accuracy is surpassed at about 80 compo-

nents. A maximum is reached between 150 and 250 components. A further addition of components 

results in a drop of accuracy back to the default SVM’s. The F-score and mutual information feature 

selection methods perform equally well. Already with as few as 5 features the default SVM’s accuracy 

is reached and can be surpassed by 6 % when 50 to 500 features are included. The almost constant 

behaviour in this range of features led to the decision to perform the non-inferiority tests mentioned 

before. Not only the constant accuracy but also the same degree of variance in the accuracy can be 

observed in this range. When even more features are included, the accuracy drops down to the default 

SVM’s accuracy. The chi-squared test feature selection method performs very differently compared 

to F-score and Mutual Information. The default SVM’s accuracy is only surpassed after more than 20 

features. In the range of 50 to 500 features it performs equally well as the other feature selection 

methods, however the decrease in accuracy is missing at the inclusion of almost all features. This 

peculiar behaviour could be related to the different scaling methods. 

 

Figure 5-2: Classifier performances 

Also the training and prediction times are of interest. If the methodology were to be scaled up to 

a larger area or to the frequent production of land cover maps, the prediction throughput, i.e. is the 

number of predictions per period of time, plays an essential role. Figure 5-3 depicts the training times 

over the number of features for the feature extraction and feature selection methods compared to the 

default SVM’s training time. It can be observed that LDA outperforms ICA and the default SVM dras-

tically. ICA’s performance varies with the number of components and especially in the range 150 to 

250 components, where it achieves the highest accuracies, it has approximately the same performance 
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as the default SVM. An exponential growth of training time to the number of components could be 

concluded. The feature selection methods perform very differently when only few features are used. 

In the interesting ranges between 50 and 500 features they perform equally well. 

  

Figure 5-3: Training times 

 The prediction times are shown in Figure 5-4. Again, LDA performs exceptionally well due to its 

high compression. ICA still predicts faster than the default SVM for up to 250 components. The three 

feature selection methods perform equally well in terms of prediction time. All predictions are faster 

than the default SVM.   

 

Figure 5-4: Prediction times 

Different degrees of sensitivity to the training set size could be observed for the respective meth-

ods. An exemplary comparison of the learning curves for ICA, chi-square, mutual information and 

the default SVM is presented in Figure 5-5. A key observation is the exceptional performance of the 

mutual information. The full assessment of all methods was beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Figure 5-5: Learning curves 

For each of the best-performing classifiers, a normalised confusion matrix is created as well. It 

depicts the accuracy of the each class and the confusion of the classes with each other. Figure 5-6 

illustrates the normalised confusion matrix for the classifier with mutual information-based feature 

selection using 25 features. It can be observed that high confusion exists for the low-represented clas-

ses of roads (3), bare rock (9) and wetlands (10). 

 

Figure 5-6: Normalised confusion matrix of the best classifier 

To analyse the importance of different features, the results of the feature selection methods are 

further investigated. The respective ranks given to each feature by each method were summarised and 

averaged to create an example overview of the top 15 ranked features as shown in Figure 5-7. It can 

be observed that features, commonly chosen by the knowledge-based selection, indeed achieve high 

ranks. Among those are the means of the red edge and the visible blue and green bands of Sentinel-2 

and the information measure of correlation (imcorr) for near-infrared band. Surprisingly many tex-

tural features of the Sentinel-1 imagery are also ranked high. The respective features are, in descend-

ing order: the sum of variances (svar), the maximal correlation coefficient (maxcorr), the two infor-

mation measures of correlation (imcorr1 and imcorr2), the cluster shade (shade) and the sum of en-

tropy (sent). It is notable that there is a high agreement on the feature ranks between the mutual 

information and F-score method. However, the chi-squared method resulted in a very different rank-

ing. This effect is partly due to the difference in scaling as a pre-processing step.  
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Figure 5-7: Highest ranked features (Sentinel-1 and –2 combined) 

Though this analysis gives a helpful insight into the relevance of the individual features, the short-

comings of univariate filter-based feature selection become obvious. As they rank the features inde-

pendently they fail to recognise redundancy in the selected features. Plotting two high-ranked features 

(the mean values of Sentinel-2 bands 6 and 7) on a two-dimensional plane for the highly confused 

classes (high-density built-up, low-density built-up and roads) one can observe the high correlation 

between those two features Figure 5-8. 

  

Figure 5-8: Separability problem for two high-ranked features 
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6 Discussion 

In this chapter I want to wrap up the outcomes of my project. The case study gave insights which I 

summarise here. I discuss the major shortcomings of my design and the suggested fixes that should 

be done if this project were to be pursued further. Additionally, I want to suggest improvements on 

the design and indicate what future research should deal with in my opinion. Lastly, I present my final 

conclusions. 

6.1 Insights 

The case study of an urban land cover map of the Stockholm region demonstrated that the optimisa-

tion of object-based classification of satellite imagery with Support Vector Machines (SVM) can be 

improved using feature extraction and feature selection methods. It further demonstrated how the 

integration of Google Earth Engine and Google Cloud Platform can be used to deal with the big data 

generated from satellite imagery. The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) showed the highest com-

pression of the initial feature space and proved to be capable of obtaining remarkable results in com-

parison to the default SVM dealing with an oversized feature set. The Independent Component Anal-

ysis (ICA) that is per se intended for blind-source separation could reduce the dimensionality too. If 

this reduction is not exaggerated, it shows an accuracy performance that is comparable to the default 

SVM and even surpasses it. The feature selection methods appear very promising, especially the mu-

tual information-based feature selection. It proved to achieve a high compression of the feature space 

and a remarkable improvement of the accuracy and kappa scores. This also demonstrates clearly that 

the SVM is indeed affected by the curse of dimensionality. Redundant and irrelevant features do affect 

the classifier’s performance. This strengthens the fact that some sort of dimensionality reduction 

should form a key step in land cover classification through SVMs. 

It could further be shown that the combination of the feature selection methods in combination 

with the non-inferiority test can be used to find a classifier performing reasonably well with the least 

number of features. The information from this small set of features can be used to reduce the compu-

tation load already at the generation of features in Google Earth Engine. Moreover, the feature selec-

tion methods give an insight into the quality of individual features. It can serve as a motivation and a 

proof for feature selection based on expert-knowledge, as it is commonly done in remote sensing im-

age classifications. 

6.2 Shortcomings and Fixes 

One problem arises when the optimisation of the SVM based on the overall accuracy score alone, 

as it has been done in this project. This is especially problematic if the classes have an unbalanced 

distribution. A classifier overestimating high-represented classes will achieve better accuracy scores 

than a classifier overestimating low-represented classes. Looking at the confusion matrix of the best 

assessed classifier in Figure 5-6, one can observe that especially the least-represented classes 3, 7, 9 

and 10 are poorly classified. Even the kappa score could not fully correct for this issue. Therefore, the 

multi-metric approaches with user’s and producer’s accuracy as strengthened by Olofsson et al. (2014) 

or quantity disagreement and allocation disagreement as proposed by Pontius and Millones (2011) 

should be pursued. Olofsson et al. (2014) conclude that there is no single best approach, but they 

deliver a set of “good practices” that can be followed for a thorough assessment of a classifier. It is an 

objective to quantify those practices in order to use them in the classifier optimisation. 

Another problem that was observed in this project is the splitting of data into such a small vali-

dation set. In this case study the under-representation of some classes is problematic as it drastically 

decreases the number of acceptable splits, both in the initial division in training and validation sets 
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but also in the repeated stratified 𝑘-folding for the cross-validation. A validation on such few samples 

cannot securely be considered representative. In retrospect, a more conservative ratio of equal train-

ing and validation set sizes should be favoured. Further, it should be considered to obtain a set of 

reference points with high quality that is held-out from the classification from the beginning to ensure 

the quality of the validation (Olofsson et al., 2014). 

Further fixes should tackle the problem of the usage quota in Google Earth Engine that limited 

the extent of this case study drastically. A possible solution would be to split the export of the segment 

statistics to multiple tasks.  

6.3 Improvements and Further Research 

Addressing the quality of the training and validation samples, the concept of active learning should 

not be unmentioned. Compared to other disciplines in which machine learning classifiers are applied 

to, e.g. text classification, genome classification or face recognition, remote sensing data holds a spe-

cial role. Though typically only few training samples are available, a massive amount of unlabelled 

data is present. Thinking about the global coverage of some satellite systems, one could even speak of 

the whole population that is known. This population can be exploited to create the most suitable sub-

set of training samples. The principles of active learning comprise the detection or estimation of the 

most promising training samples by statistical measures. Due to the discriminating nature of SVMs 

theoretically only training samples lying at the borders of each class are needed (Schohn and Cohn, 

2000). 

Though the segmentation process itself was excluded from the assessment in this project, it needs 

to be stated that a meaningful segmentation forms the basis of an accurate object-based land cover 

classification. A quantitative measure of the quality of the segments should be applied to ensure that 

‘meaningful geographical entities’ are extracted (Lang, 2008).  

To explore more broadly the relevance of features for a land cover classification additional 

measures need to be included in the analysis. To make use of the power of geographic object-based 

image analysis, not only simple image-object statistics as they have been included in this project 

should form the basis of a classification. Instead information about neighbouring objects as well as 

the hierarchical compositions of the geo-objects that together form a land cover class (Castilla and 

Hay, 2008) should be implemented. Additional promising information for a land cover classification 

can be added with more thorough multi-temporal analyses of optical or SAR imagery (Ban, 2016). 

More features describing the geometry of a segment such as an elliptic fit or a measure of symmetry 

or asymmetry could potentially enhance e.g. the distinction between roads and high-density built-up 

areas. 

It should further be considered to test different feature selection methods inside this framework 

and analyse their performance. Multivariate filter methods should be explored, as the applied uni-

variate methods fail to identify the dependency between similar high-ranked features. Wrappers and 

embedded method especially designed for SVMs should be included in the analysis as well. 

One weak point in the design of this study is the brute-force search for hyperparameters in the 

GridSearchCV. Though it finds good hyperparameters it is computationally expensive and wastes a 

lot of resources. As can be seen in heat map for the hyperparameter tuning in Figure 4-4 only a small 

portion of the search space yields acceptable classification accuracies. Scikit-learn suggests their im-

plementation of a randomised estimation of hyperparameters given the search space limits. However, 

other promising approaches have been proposed using gradient ascent (Chapelle et al., 2002), genetic 

algorithms (Lessmann, Stahlbock and Crone, 2006) or other optimisation techniques like simulated 

annealing and particle swarm optimisation (Matuszyk et al., 2016). Some of these techniques can be 

parallelised (Ram, Sreenivas and Subramaniam, 1996; Koh et al., 2006) and thus further utilise the 
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cloud computing infrastructure that is easily accessible nowadays. Chang et al. (2007) introduced a 

parallelised version of the SVM that promises to solve the scalability problems of the SVM classifier. 

6.4 Conclusions 

To sum it up, this project demonstrated the effectiveness of dimensionality reduction either through 

feature extraction or feature selection methods and the feasibility of Google’s cloud computing infra-

structure to explore feature importance for object-based land cover classification on an oversized fea-

ture set. If the segmentation process can be implemented satisfactorily for the Google Earth Engine 

platform, the entire process of object-based land cover map production can be outsourced. Among 

the tested methods, the feature selection method based on the mutual information criteria achieved 

the best results in terms of both accuracy and computational performance. To evaluate the best clas-

sifier, a well-considered metric or set of metrics needs be defined that quantitatively assesses its per-

formance. If a metric or a set of metrics can be agreed upon, the workflow proposed in this project 

can serve as a benchmark for feature importance. Thus, the knowledge-based selection of input fea-

tures can be bypassed or at least be supplemented and reaffirmed. The exhaustive grid search in com-

bination with the non-inferiority test is a way to find the minimum set of optimal features. A sensitive 

selection of the non-inferiority margin and the significance level serves as a trade-off between a loss 

of classifier performance and the reduction of dimensionality. 

It should be acknowledged that the minimum optimal set of features is specific for each classifi-

cation. Different land cover classes require different features to be separable from another. Future 

research should therefore expand this method to different classification schemes but also further in-

vestigate the importance of features for each individual class. In order to understand which features 

are useful for the classification it is also important to search for the total set of relevant features and 

not only boost a classifier to the best performance. It should further be mentioned that any classifica-

tion can only be as good as the training samples it utilises. The importance of high-quality reference 

points especially for the validation of land cover maps cannot bet stressed enough. The principles of 

active learning promise interesting solutions to this challenge and should be addressed in future re-

search. However, it is the whole process of land cover map production - from the design of sample 

selections over the segmentation to the final classification and the quality control of all intermediate 

steps – that needs to be harmonised to derive reliable and trustworthy mapping products. 

The Python scripts developed during this master thesis are released in a public GitHub repository 

and licensed under GNU GPL v3.0 (Stromann, 2018). Additionally, the respective JavaScript snip-

pets for the Google Earth Engine web API as well as the segmented image-objects and reference 

points will be published and referenced to in the GitHub repository. Hoping that this might encourage 

further research and development with inter-comparable results.  
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